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A Descriptive Catalogue of the Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts of the University of Notre Dame and Saint Mary’s College

David T. Gura

David T. Gura’s innovative catalogue describes the 288 medieval and Renaissance manuscripts held by the University of Notre Dame (Hesburgh Library and Snite Museum of Art) and Saint Mary’s College. Bound manuscripts, leaves, and fragments, which span the late eleventh through the sixteenth century and include bibles, books of hours, calendars, liturgical texts, and much more, are given thorough critical treatment and scholarly description.

“David T. Gura’s fastidious and comprehensive treatment of the manuscripts he catalogues ranks among the very best scholarship I have ever encountered. Both the originality and exceptional detail of this catalogue convey its potential to be a model for similar cataloguing endeavors in the future. This is no mere ‘catalogue,’ in other words; on the contrary, it represents the future of manuscript taxonomy, a departure from anything I know of for any American collection of manuscripts.”

—Scott James Gwara, University of South Carolina

1. 978-0-268-10060-5 • 648 pp • $150.00 cl Elb

Discounts valid through February 15, 2017. Limited stock, so order early.

Free Shipping on Website Orders
The University of Notre Dame Press offers Free Shipping on all Domestic Orders through our website. It is simple to use. When you click “Checkout” it will take you to the secure payment information page. No Shipping Charge appears.
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Savage Economy
The Returns of Middle English Romance
Walter Wadiak

“With his Savage Economy: The Returns of Middle English Romance, Walter Wadiak delivers a dynamically written and intellectually sparkling study of medieval romance. Treating his materials with deftness, acuity, and theoretical sophistication, he engages the medieval texts with penetrating uses of theory in a way that will stimulate a number of important advances in work on medieval ‘romance’ and ‘ballad’ and, no doubt, medieval literature generally.”
—Andrew Galloway, Cornell University

2. 978-0-268-10118-3 • 200 pp • $45.00 cl

Psellos and the Patriarchs
Letters and Funeral Orations for Keroullarios, Leichoudes, and Xiphilinos
Michael Psellos
Translated by Anthony Kaldellis and Ioannis Polemis

“Learning, philosophy, complex theology, the call of monasticism, high politics, and deep intrigue make up the world of eleventh-century Byzantium. Michael Psellos belonged to this world and wrote about it in an engaging and gossipy way. His funeral orations on three patriarchs of Constantinople, together with some of his letters, shed much light on the detail of this period. The translators, who, by editing these works, rescued them from oblivion, have put the world of scholarship deeply in their debt.”
—Andrew Louth, emeritus, Durham University

3. 978-0-268-03328-6 • 256 pp • $35.00 pa

Mothers and Sons, Fathers and Daughters
The Byzantine Family of Michael Psellos
Edited and translated by Anthony Kaldellis
With contributions by David Jenkins and Stratis Papaioannou

4. 978-0-268-03315-6 • 224 pp • $27.00 pa • Sale $22.00
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New Directions in Medieval Manuscript Studies and Reading Practices
Essays in Honor of Derek Pearsall
Edited by Kathryn Kerby-Fulton, John J. Thompson, and Sarah Baechle

“As a tribute to a distinguished scholar, this volume of essays could hardly be finer. Assembled from contributions presented in London at the 2011 conference in honour of the 80th birthday of Derek Pearsall, the range and diversity of subjects covered are as absorbing as the work of the man himself.”

—The Review of English Studies

5. 978-0-268-03327-9 • 576 pp • $66.00 cl • Sale $46.00

Imitatio Christi
The Poetics of Piety in Early Modern England
Nandra Perry

“(A)n elegantly structured and sensitively researched examination of imitation as a site of cultural conflict in post-Reformation literature. . . . One of the strengths of Perry’s research is the attention she devotes to her contextual sources. Placing equal interpretive weight on martyrlogies, polemical treatises, and devotional handbooks, her study offers fascinating revelations about the interplay between public and private, elite and popular, Catholic, Anglican, and Puritan—eliding traditional critical binaries.”

—Renaissance and Reformation

6. 978-0-268-03841-0 • 288 pp • $32.00 pa • Sale $19.00

The Wisdom of Animals
Creatureliness in Early Modern French Spirituality
Catharine Randall

“(A)n engaging and lively piece of scholarly exposition. Randall’s writing is fluent, the theological background is accessibly incorporated into the argument, and the succinct conclusion is compelling, uniting as it does a range of creatures . . . who [open] up new, vibrant ways of experiencing both this world and that beyond it.”

—French Studies

7. 978-0-268-04035-2 • 192 pp • $28.00 pa • Sale $17.00
**Coire Sois, The Cauldron of Knowledge**
A Companion to Early Irish Saga
Tomás Ó Cathasaigh; Edited by Matthieu Boyd

“This book is a credit to its editor, publisher, and (above all) to its author, whose perceptive interpretations and civilized discussions lead the reader to an appreciation of the breadth of early Irish saga literature. It is a book that can and should be read by all those who seek insight into the literature and culture of medieval Ireland.”

—*breac: A Digital Journal of Irish Studies*

8. 978-0-268-03736-9 • 616 pp • $50.00 pa • Sale $40.00

**From Beasts to Souls**
Gender and Embodiment in Medieval Europe
Edited by E. Jane Burns and Peggy McCracken

“This superb, well-illustrated anthology well represents medieval cultural studies’ recent focus on animals and other nonhuman subjects. It attends chiefly to Middle English and French literature, with a welcome aside into medieval Christian doctrine. Its topics range from stones to mother’s milk, werewolves and lions, gendered souls, free-floating genitalia, and monstrous founding mothers, demonstrating the range of materials that become available to scholars once we cease to presume that humans are the only proper subject of our attention, or that the category of ‘the human’ is an already answered question.”

—*Arthuriana*

9. 978-0-268-02232-7 • 280 pp • $38.00 pa • Sale $23.00

**Recursive Origins**
Writing at the Transition to Modernity
William Kuskin

“*Recursive Origins* tells a compelling story with a clear antagonist: the literary period. William Kuskin’s mighty ambition in this book is to ‘provide an alternative model for conceiving of literary history,’ resisting the totalizing temporal categories of modernity and the logic of revolution or rupture . . . that defines and legitimizes them.”

—*Modern Language Quarterly*

10. 978-0-268-03325-5 • 296 pp • $35.00 pa • Sale $19.00
A Courtier’s Mirror
Cultivating Elite Identity in Thomasin von Zerclaere’s Welscher Gast
Kathryn Starkey

“Kathryn Starkey’s book makes a significant contribution to the scholarship on Thomasin von Zerclaere’s didactic poem Der Welsche Gast, composed ca. 1215 by an Italian author for German audiences, and to the understanding of medieval visual culture more generally.”

—The Medieval Review

11. 978-0-268-04144-1 x • 472 pp • $55.00 pa • Sale $33.00

Savoring Power, Consuming the Times
The Metaphors of Food in Medieval and Renaissance Italian Literature
Pina Palma

A Choice Outstanding Academic Title for 2013

 “[T]he reality of this beautiful book is that it analyzes food not only as nourishment but as reference and ‘tool’ used by culture and literature to teach, explain, and critique. Pina Palma’s book is an intriguing read that goes well beyond appearances and brings to light an intricate network of connections that a modern reader would definitely miss without the help of her accurate and well-balanced transversal reading.”

—Renaissance and Reformation

12. 978-0-268-03839-7 • 440 pp • $42.00 pa • Sale $25.00

Fleshly Tabernacles
Milton and the Incarnational Poetics of Revolutionary England
Bryan Adams Hampton

“The strength of this book lies in Hampton’s wide interests in literature, theology, and hermeneutics. . . . Fleshly Tabernacles sets us well on the way toward discovering new registers of meaning in writing that embodies the complex material, spiritual, and political meanings of the Incarnation in seventeenth-century England.”

—Renaissance and Reformation

13. 978-0-268-03096-4 • 384 pp • $45.00 pa • Sale $27.00
Sartorial Strategies
Outfitting Aristocrats and Fashioning Conduct in Late Medieval Literature
Nicole D. Smith

“Overall, this impressive study contributes both to medieval dress history and medieval literary scholarship. A wide variety of interdisciplinary sources were carefully employed to support Smith’s main conclusions, especially that the aristocratic readers of these texts would have been exposed to a positive reading of aristocratic dress instead of the negative interpretations found in contemporary clerical writings. . . . this book makes accessible the debate on aristocratic fashion and morality to specialists and nonspecialists alike.”

—Sixteenth Century Journal

Visuality and Materiality in the Story of Tristan and Isolde
Edited by Jutta Eming, Ann Marie Rasmussen, and Kathryn Starkey

“This collection of twelve essays is both traditional and innovative in the ground it covers and the approaches taken by its editors and authors. . . . [It] is in many ways representative of the kind of contemporary medieval literary studies that are taking us beyond the merely textual into the broader spheres of cultural context. For that reason, among others, it is a welcome addition to scholarship.”

—Journal of English and Germanic Philology

The Neighboring Text
Chaucer, Boccaccio, Henryson
George Edmondson

“A Choice Outstanding Academic Title for 2011

“Moving beyond simple ideas of genealogy, Edmondson introduces the concept of neighboring and thus offers a fresh perspective on the interaction between the texts that deal with the story of Troilus and Criseyde.”

—Sixteenth Century Journal
The Sword and the Pen
Women, Politics, and Poetry in Sixteenth-Century Siena
Konrad Eisenbichler

Honorable Mention, 2012 Aldo and Jeanne Scaglione Publication Award for a Manuscript in Italian Literary Studies, Modern Language Association
A Choice Outstanding Academic Title for 2013
Winner of the 2013 Flaiano International Prize for Italian Scholarship/“Italianistica”

“Eisenbichler makes a compelling case for the unique aspects of women’s participation in sixteenth-century Siena’s literary networks. His book offers an enticing panorama of literary culture, where men and women of noble families wrote to each other, provoked one another, and built up each other’s reputations in the final years of the Republic of Siena.”

—European History Quarterly

Books under Suspicion
Censorship and Tolerance of Revelatory Writing in Late Medieval England
Kathryn Kerby-Fulton

Winner of the 2010 Haskins Medal from the Medieval Academy of America
Winner of the 2007 John Ben Snow Prize from the North American Conference on British Studies

“This far-reaching study does nothing less than shift the paradigms with which we think about such fundamental categories as heterodoxy, orthodoxy, theology, and revelation in relation to fourteenth- and fifteenth-century English religious cultures.”

—Church History

The Call to Read
Reginald Pecock’s Books and Textual Communities
Kirsty Campbell

“Campbell provides the fullest account we have of his grand scheme for universal religious formation, and in the process she offers some intriguing observations on the intellectual vitality of an under-studied period in English history.”

—Renaissance Quarterly
The Claims of Poverty
Literature, Culture, and Ideology in Late Medieval England
Kate Crassons
“[O]ffers an important and sensitive critique of the epistemological and ethical challenges posed by medieval and contemporary discourses about poverty.”
—Journal of English and Germanic Philology
20. 978-0-268-02302-7 • 400 pp • $40.00 pa • Sale $16.00

Acts of Recognition
Essays on Medieval Culture
Lee Patterson
“[T]his volume compacts a mighty intelligence, a formidably well-stocked mind, and the arrestingly trenchant voice of a very great critic.”
—Speculum
21. 978-0-268-03837-3 • 376 pp • $38.00 pa • Sale $15.00

Disseminal Chaucer
Rereading The Nun’s Priest’s Tale
Peter W. Travis
A Choice Outstanding Academic Title for 2010
Winner of the 2009 Warren-Brooks Award for Outstanding Literary Criticism
“Disseminal Chaucer pulls off a difficult feat: it provides an exhilarating scholastic romp through a tale that many of us assume we know all too well.”
—Speculum
22. 978-0-268-04235-6 • 456 pp • $40.00 pa • Sale $16.00
The Written World
Past and Place in the Work of Orderic Vitalis
Amanda Jane Hingst

“Hingst’s far-ranging study, with its lush descriptions of landscape and provocative arguments, offers a compelling call to read Orderic’s history as the complete and spiritually anchored creation of a thoughtful man of his age.”
—American Historical Review

23. 978-0-268-03086-5 • 296 pp • $40.00 pa • Sale $20.00

Desiring Bodies
Ovidian Romance and the Cult of Form
Gregory Heyworth

A Choice Outstanding Academic Title for 2010

“From critical and theoretical standpoints, this is an important study of the rich reception of Ovid in the premodern period.”
—Sixteenth Century Journal

24. 978-0-268-03106-0 • 376 pp • $38.00 pa • Sale $15.00

Engaging with Nature
Essays on the Natural World in Medieval and Early Modern Europe
Edited by Barbara A. Hanawalt and Lisa J. Kiser

“[T]his unusually strong anthology will serve admirably for both private study and classroom use for any scholar willing to be inspired by critical animal theory or ecocriticism.”
—Journal of English and Germanic Philology

25. 978-0-268-03083-4 • 248 pp • $30.00 pa • Sale $13.00

EBOOKS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME PRESS are available in the following formats: Kindle, Nook, Kobe, Apple iBooks, Adobe Digital PDF, and ePUB. Please visit our website to learn more about ebooks at: undpress.nd.edu/ebooks.
Tropologies
Ethics and Invention in England, c. 1350–1600
Ryan McDermott

“Tropologies: Ethics and Invention in England, c. 1350–1600 is a work of great and generous ambition, of intelligence both sharp and warm. It takes with equal seriousness the concerns of literary scholarship in our present and the concerns of biblical exegesis in the medieval and Reformation past, and shows how brightly they illuminate each other. At once irenic and challenging, this is a book that needs seriously to be reckoned with.”

—Steven Justice, Chancellor’s Professor of English, University of California, Berkeley

26. 978-0-268-03540-2 • 446 pp • $45.00 pa

The Civic Cycles
Artisan Drama and Identity in Premodern England
Nicole R. Rice and Margaret Aziza Pappano

Winner of The David Bevington Award for Best New Book in Early Drama Studies for 2015, Medieval and Renaissance Drama Society

“Nicole R. Rice and Margaret Aziza Pappano present the most powerful argument to date about the ways that cycle plays allowed artisans to perform their changing socioeconomic identities in English towns over several centuries. Their impressive and detailed knowledge of the craft cultures of both towns supports a fascinating new comparison between York’s and Chester’s versions of biblical history.”

—Kathleen Ashley, University of Southern Maine

27. 978-0-268-03900-4 • 384 pp • $42.00 pa
Unwritten Verities
The Making of England’s Vernacular Legal Culture, 1463–1549
Sebastian Sobecki

“In this book, [Sobecki] delivers the sum of a wide range of parts and convey the importance of those pieces to a community of scholars accustomed to looking past them. Chapter after chapter features fresh, robust claims that shed light on authors rarely considered by critics and are sure to shape the direction of future scholarship.”

—The Medieval Review

Mysticism and Reform, 1400–1750
Edited by Sara S. Poor and Nigel Smith

“The essays collected here together, which originated with a conference on ‘Mysticism, Reform and the Formation of Modernity’ at Princeton University in 2008, represent extraordinary breadth within a trans-Atlantic scope. Both Catholic and Protestant post-Reformation mystical traditions are thus (re)covered.”

—Journal of Jesuit Studies

Writing Faith and Telling Tales
Literature, Politics, and Religion in the Work of Thomas More
Thomas Betteridge

“What Betteridge has given us is something remarkably different, something both analytical and speculative that can be thoughtful, inquiring, and at times provocative. It is nothing short of an anatomy of More’s mind that manages to incorporate both the spiritual and the secular as it reaches toward an inclusive poetics of acculturated faith.”

—Renaissance Quarterly

The Island Garden
England’s Language of Nation from Gildas to Marvell
Lynn Staley

“The Island Garden is an impressively conceived and substantial book.”

—Times Literary Supplement
Transforming Work
Early Modern Pastoral and Late Medieval Poetry
Katherine C. Little

“In this rich, engaging new study Katherine C. Little revisits and reconceptualizes the relationship between medieval and early modern pastoral poetry through focusing on the literal and symbolic value of rural labor. . . . Little’s own labours in this book are to be commended. She has not only proposed a new framework for discussing medieval and early modern pastoral, but also presented a thesis about the genre’s ontology that will surely prompt further debate.”
—Modern Language Review

The English Martyr from Reformation to Revolution
Alice Dailey

“Scholars who work on medieval saints lives, cycle plays, counter-reformation polemic, and republican anti-royalist tracts will all find material immediately relevant to their work as well as claims that should spark further study.”
—The Medieval Review

Miserere Mei
The Penitential Psalms in Late Medieval and Early Modern England
Clare Costley King’oo

“The Conference on Christianity and Literature 2012 Book of the Year Award

“King’oo ably demonstrates that the Penitential psalms form yet another example of the way in which ‘the religious literature of the pre-Reformed past was not cast aside but rather gradually and complexly reshaped in Reformation England.’”
—Journal of Ecclesiastical History

12 Use Sale Code NDMED16 (800) 621-2736
The Embodied Word
Female Spiritualities, Contested Orthoadoxies, and English Religious Cultures, 1350–1700
Nancy Bradley Warren

“Warren shows her skill as an English scholar in her thoughtful engagement with and analysis of primary texts.”

—Anglican and Episcopal History

35. 978-0-268-04420-6 • 352 pp • $36.00 pa • Sale $18.00

The Maudlin Impression
English Literary Images of Mary Magdalene, 1550–1700
Patricia Badir

“Badir reveals a Magdalene far more complex than the iconic sinner-saint. This Magdalene represents Catholic sacramental devotion, Protestant attention to the Word, vain luxuriousness, meditative bereavement, and aristocratic allure.”

—Times Literary Supplement

36. 978-0-268-02215-0 • 320 pp • $38.00 pa • Sale $17.00

Against All England
Regional Identity and Cheshire Writing, 1195–1656
Robert W. Barrett, Jr.

“[A] spirited challenge to persistent chronological and national/regional boundaries in England, in particular those based on London’s literary production.”

—Sixteenth Century Journal

37. 978-0-268-02209-9 • 328 pp • $35.00 pa • Sale $15.00
POETICS OF ORALITY AND LITERACY SERIES

Books in the series Poetics of Orality and Literacy address the interpretation of major Western sources in terms of their deep roots in older oral tradition. The series concentrates on texts of the ancient and medieval worlds. The multidisciplinary projects shed new light on the interfaces of orality and literacy in major Western works of verbal art.

Structuring Spaces
Oral Poetics and Architecture in Early Medieval England
Lori Ann Garner

Garner’s study of Old English oral poetics and Anglo-Saxon architecture is one of the best, most thorough integrations of Anglo-Saxon literary study and material culture I have read.”

—Review of English Studies
38. 978-0-268-02980-7 • 416 pp • $45.00 pa • Sale $20.00

Arabic Literary Salons in the Islamic Middle Ages
Poetry, Public Performance, and the Presentation of the Past
Samer M. Ali

“This volume takes a much-needed step towards the understanding and accessibility of medieval Arabic literary culture for medieval scholars in all fields.”

—Parergon
39. 978-0-268-02032-3 • 312 pp • $35.00 pa • Sale $28.00

Lyric, Meaning, and Audience in the Oral Tradition of Northern Europe
Thomas A. DuBois

“Having so much comparative material under one cover is no small merit, and from this point of view the book will be of use to students of oral literature and its offshoots. In his ability to read and enjoy texts in so many extremely difficult languages DuBois may have no rivals.”

—Journal of English and Germanic Philology
40. 978-0-268-02589-2 • 280 pp • $35.00 pa • Sale $21.00
This volume draws on a diversity of critical perspectives to reevaluate the Dante commentary tradition not as a monolithic entity but as one embodying, in the rich plurality of its exegetical practices, the perennial challenges and rewards of ‘interpreting Dante.’ . . . The book leaves us with a sense of the commentary tradition as an animate entity, which continues to evolve and grow into the body of Dante scholarship as we know it today, If ‘a text is also the history of its reception,’ then Interpreting Dante confirms that the Comedy continues to enjoy a prolific afterlife.”

—Speculum

Freedom Readers
The African American Reception of Dante Alighieri and the Divine Comedy
Dennis Looney

American Association of Italian Studies First Prize Winner, 2011 Book Award, General Category

“Freedom Readers will . . . have a powerful influence in American literary studies for some years to come.”

—Renaissance Quarterly

42. 978-0-268-03386-6 • 296 pp • $30.00 pa • Sale $16.00
Dante's *Commedia*
Theology as Poetry
Edited by Vittorio Montemaggi and Matthew Treherne

“This . . . collection of essays on Dante's *Commedia* is thoughtful, reflective, and emotionally provoking. Each essay is accessible to students, scholars, or general readers. Quotations in Italian or Latin are followed by their English translations, and more obscure or technical terms are carefully described rather than being used nonchalantly, thus matching the volume's overall purpose of discussing language and accessibility.”

—*Literature and Theology*

43. 978-0-268-03519-8 • 400 pp • $45.00 pa • **Sale $36.00**

**Petrarch and Dante**
Anti-Dantism, Metaphysics, Tradition
Edited by Zygmunt G. Baranski and Theodore J. Cachey, Jr.

“[T]he volume . . . will doubtlessly be canonized by manifold articles and exam lists as the place to begin any discussion of the relations between Florence’s first two crowns.”

—*Italica*

44. 978-0-268-02211-2 • 432 pp • $50.00 pa • **Sale $25.00**

**The Ancient Flame**
Dante and the Poets
Winthrop Wetherbee

“Wetherbee is a fine medievalist, who brings to his examination of trecento poets the expertise and sensitivity of one who has studied medieval Latin poetry.”

—*Speculum*

45. 978-0-268-04412-1 • 320 pp • $40.00 pa • **Sale $25.00**
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Outsiders
The Humanity and Inhumanity of Giants in Medieval French Prose Romance
Sylvia Huot

“Giants emerge from Sylvia Huot’s scintillating new book as a ‘constitutive outside’ that is central to medieval European ideas of the self and of civilisation. Their presence enables Arthurian romance in particular implicitly to define norms for gender, race, ethics, and the human. Not least of this book’s merits is an ongoing and illuminating meditation on parallels between medieval ideologies of exclusion and modern discourses on race or indeed terrorism.”
—Simon Gaunt, King’s College London

46. 978-0-268-03112-1 • 368 pges • $40.00 pa

Abelard in Four Dimensions
A Twelfth-Century Philosopher in His Context and Ours
John Marenbon

“[A]n excellent introduction to the study of Peter Abelard. The ‘four dimensions’ in the title refer to future, past, and present—Abelard’s and our own... In his conclusion, Marenbon reflects intelligently on how best to bring medieval thinkers into the contemporary discussion: not by distortion, forcing medieval ideas into ‘a conceptual framework where they do not belong,’ but by asking ourselves not only how they resemble modern positions, but also how the problems addressed differ from those today’s philosophers pose.”
—The Medieval Review

47. 978-0-268-03530-3 • 296 pp • $34.00 pa • Sale $24.00
Medieval Crossover
Reading the Secular against the Sacred
Barbara Newman

A Choice Outstanding Academic Title for 2014

“Beyond the field of late medieval literary studies, Medieval Crossover is a must-read for scholars in any discipline concerned with secularization and passage to modernity. Medieval Crossover is the most powerful book about the interaction of pre-modern sacred and secular literary cultures since D.W. Robertson’s A Preface to Chaucer.”

—Modern Philology

48. 978-0-268-03611-9 • 416 pp • $42.00 pa • Sale $29.00

Medieval Autographies
The “I” of the Text
A. C. Spearing

“Here, [Spearing] not only extends his work [in Textual Subjectivity] to a new series of texts, but grounds it in another ‘supergenre,’ the medieval French form of first-person poetry known as the dit . . . [literary critics] could find abundant compensation by becoming as accurate and nuanced readers as Spearing.”

—Times Literary Supplement

49. 978-0-268-01782-8 • 360 pp • $32.00 pa • Sale $22.00

Templars and Hospitallers as Professed Religious in the Holy Land
Jonathan Riley-Smith

“This is a valuable book—perhaps even because of the disagreements and discussions it may provoke—and belongs in the library of every crusade and military-order historian.”

—Church History

50. 978-0-268-04058-1 • 144 pp • $25.00 pa • Sale $15.00
Perceptions of the Past in the Early Middle Ages
Rosamond McKitterick

“These studies . . . are here published with elegant illustrations and a full apparatus, reflecting the author’s customary generosity to the work of other scholars.”

—English Historical Review

51. 978-0-268-03500-6 • 168 pp • $26.00 pa • Sale $18.00

The Dominicans and the Pope
Papal Teaching Authority in the Medieval and Early Modern Thomist Tradition
Ulrich Horst, O.P.
Translated by James D. Mixson

“For many years Ulrich Horst has published enlightening studies of historical ecclesiology. . . . In this case, Professor Horst has focused on Dominican viewpoints on papal teaching authority. . . . These lectures on the Dominican view of papal authority can be read with profit by anyone interested in historical ecclesiology.”

—The Catholic Historical Review

52. 978-0-268-03077-3 • 144 pp • $28.00 pa • Sale $12.00

Politique
Languages of Statecraft between Chaucer and Shakespeare
Paul Strohm

“This book will prove useful not only to scholars of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, but to all interested in political rhetoric. . . . Strohm’s illuminating study reveals the oft-undervalued political and literary discourses of the mid-fifteenth century to be both ambitious and provocative. Undoubtedly, scholars will hail Strohm’s book with the same honors.”

—Sixteenth Century Journal

53. 978-0-268-04114-4 • 312 pp • $35.00 pa • Sale $25.00
This is a series of publications in medieval studies that presents source material in various areas along with expository essays in order to provide valuable material not readily available to students and scholars. The program is under the auspices of the Notre Dame Medieval Institute.

**Blessed Louis, the Most Glorious of Kings**
Texts Relating to the Cult of Saint Louis of France
M. Cecilia Gaposchkin
Translations with Phyllis B. Katz

“An extraordinarily rich and useful resource to scholars working on Saint Louis as well as on medieval hagiography and the cult of saints. . . . A treasure trove of information.”
—Renaissance Quarterly

54. 978-0-268-02984-5 • 328 pp • $39.00 pa • Sale $23.00

**The Life of Saint Katherine of Alexandria**
John Capgrave
Translated by Karen A. Winstead

“Karen Winstead has been helping develop our appreciation of the genre of saints’ lives for some time now, so her discussion of how Capgrave’s *Life* fits into the tradition as well as how it breaks with convention is enlightening. . . . There is much to encourage further thought and exploration for both novice and experienced scholars.”
—Sixteenth Century Journal

55. 978-0-268-04426-8 • 216 pp • $25.00 pa • Sale $15.00

**The Writings of Agnes of Harcourt**
The *Life of Isabelle of France* and the *Letter on Louis IX and Longchamp*
Edited, translated, and with an introduction by Sean L. Field

56. 978-0-268-04403-9 • 120 pp • $38.00 cl • Sale $17.00
57. 978-0-268-04404-6 • 120 pp • $19.00 pa • Sale $9.00
Beyond Reformation?
An Essay on William Langland’s *Piers Plowman* and the End of Constantinian Christianity
David Aers

“As a biblical scholar and historian of ancient Christianity, I knew next to nothing about *Piers Plowman* before reading David Aers’s completely accessible book, but I feel I have learned a huge amount from it. This magisterial and powerful exposition is certainly informative about a period of pre-Reformation English religious and political history not well known to many of us. But it is also timely for today. The book demonstrates how relevant *Piers Plowman* is, at least in Aers’s interpretation, for current epistemology, ecclesiology, politics, and religion.”

—Dale Martin, Woolsey Professor of Religious Studies, Yale University

58. 978-0-268-02046-0 • 280 pp • $35.00 pa

Shakespeare and Abraham
Ken Jackson

“For Ken Jackson, Shakespeare is not the secular, modern writer so many critics construct: he is a deeply religious thinker. . . . Jackson’s remarkable conclusion is that Shakespeare, like Kierkegaard and Derrida, points in the direction of a certain Abraham beyond Christianity and outside Western metaphysics.”

—Times Literary Supplement

59. 978-0-268-03271-5 • 184 pp • $27.00 pa

Rethinking the Medieval Legacy for Contemporary Theology
Edited by Anselm K. Min

“Fascinating and various. . . . A learned and thought-provoking rehabilitation of medieval methods in the context of modern dilemmas, certain to appeal to patrons in academic libraries, seminaries, and many individual readers.”

—Library Journal

60. 978-0-268-03534-1 • 224 pp • $35.00 pa • Sale $24.00

undpress.nd.edu Use Sale Code NDMED16
God’s Grace and Human Action
‘Merit’ in the Theology of Thomas Aquinas
Joseph P. Wawrykow

“In his scholarly study God’s Grace and Human Action, Joseph Wawrykow seeks to remedy the failures of his predecessors. Wawrykow is sensitive to Aquinas’s intellectual development and offers useful insight into the reasons Aquinas altered his views as he matured as a theologian. What emerges is a ‘big picture’ of Aquinas’s discussions of grace and merit, not just as independent treatises, but as contributions to a larger theological project.”

—Speculum

61. 978-0-268-04433-6 • 392 pp • $38.00 pa

The Gospel according to Shakespeare
Piero Boitani

Translated by Vittorio Montemaggi and Rachel Jacoff

“In this wonderful, cultivated, even wise treatment of Shakespearean allusion to the Bible, Boitani retells the stories of six plays, commenting upon their gospel verbal echoes to show us a Shakespeare who, whatever his actual beliefs, casts his human actions with a divine, distinctly Christian light.”

—Sixteenth Century Journal

62. 978-0-268-02235-8 • 168 pp • $27.00 pa • Sale $19.00

Holy Scripture and the Quest for Authority at the End of the Middle Ages
Ian Christopher Levy

Reading the Scriptures

“This is a volume the implications of which reach into many disciplines in the study of the late Middle Ages; its impact will be felt for many years to come.”

—Ecclesiastical History

63. 978-0-268-03414-6 • 336 pp • $38.00 pa • Sale $27.00
Gothic Song
Margot E. Fassler

Winner of the 1994 Otto Kinkeldey Award from the American Musicological Society

Winner of the 1997 John Nicholas Brown Prize from the Medieval Academy of America

Originally published in hardcover in 1993, this paperback edition includes a new introduction by Fassler, in which she reviews the state of scholarship on late sequences since the original publication of Gothic Song.

64. 978-0-268-02889-3 • 528 pp • $55.00 pa • Sale $30.00

Creating Catholics
Catechism and Primary Education in Early Modern France
Karen E. Carter

“Creating Catholics offers readers a valuable, detailed, and well-written inquiry into early-modern catechesis and education.”
—American Historical Review

65. 978-0-268-02304-1 • 328 pp • $40.00 pa • Sale $22.00

The Eucharist in Pre-Norman Ireland
Neil Xavier O’Donoghue

O’Donoghue has rendered an immense service to students of early Irish church history and its liturgy. . . . This is an excellent work, and sure to become a classic in the field in the study of Irish liturgy and as a background to such works as the Stowe Tract on the Mass.”
—Ecclesiastical History

66. 978-0-268-03732-1 • 384 pp • $48.00 pa • Sale $26.00
Christianity’s Quiet Success
The Eusebius Gallicanus Sermon Collection and the Power of the Church in Late Antique Gaul
Lisa Kaaren Bailey

“Bailey’s book convincingly argues that the largely anonymous, low-key sermons of [Eusebius Gallicanus’ sermon collection] are an indispensable counterpoint to the idea that the success of the Church in the West is due to the rise of powerful bishops.”

—Vigilae Christianae

67. 978-0-268-02224-2 • 288 pp • $34.00 pa • Sale $19.00

Dante and the Blessed Virgin
Ralph McInerny

“This is a joyful and moving book, highly readable and recommendable to all of Dante’s readers, from the beginner to the most sophisticated ones, who sometimes get lost in their own dark wood.”

—Sixteenth Century Journal

68. 978-0-268-03517-4 • 184 pp • $30.00 cl • Sale $16.00

Christianity and the Secular
Robert A. Markus

Blessed Pope John XXIII Lecture Series in Theology and Culture

“Markus sees the clue to Augustine’s attitude to the secular in his persistent eschatologism. The City of God is neither the Church on earth, nor civil society, but is by contrast in the world to come, where the peace, knowledge, love, and praise of God will receive their ultimate satisfaction.”

—The Journal of Theological Studies

69. 978-0-268-03491-7 • 112 pp • $16.00 pa • Sale $11.00

The Theology of Thomas Aquinas
Edited by Rik Van Nieuwenhove and Joseph Wawrykow

“Contributors from eight countries and a variety of theological specialties make this a compendium of some of the best Thomist scholarship in existence.”

—Choice

70. 978-0-268-04364-3 • 496 pp • $45.00 pa • Sale $31.00
Transforming Relations
Essays on Jews and Christians throughout History in Honor of Michael A. Signer
Edited by Franklin T. Harkins
Foreword by John Van Engen
“[A] collection of insightful essays that speak on the interaction between Jews and Christians in antiquity, the medieval period, and the modern era. . . . [A] fine tribute to the memory and work of Michael Signer.”

71. 978-0-268-03090-2 • 504 pp • $50.00 cl • Sale $30.00

Shakespeare and Religion
Early Modern and Postmodern Perspectives
Edited by Ken Jackson and Arthur F. Marotti
“(B)ridges a gap within Shakespeare studies by bringing under one cover early modern and postmodern perspectives on religious experience.”

72. 978-0-268-03270-8 • 312 pp • $38.00 pa • Sale $23.00

Adoration and Annihilation
The Convent Philosophy of Port-Royal
John J. Conley, S.J.
“(The book) provides an excellent history of . . . a very important early modern religious controversy. It introduces readers to the extraordinarily rich, and radically understudied, field of early modern convent writing.”

73. 978-0-268-02296-9 • 336 pp • $50.00 cl • Sale $18.00

Julian of Norwich and the Mystical Body Politic of Christ
Frederick Christian Bauerschmidt
Studies in Spirituality and Theology
“(A)n honest and searching contribution to Julian scholarship.”

74. 978-0-268-02208-2 • 304 pp • $35.00 pa • Sale $18.00
Image and Word in the Theology of John Calvin

Randall C. Zachman

“This is a substantial contribution to Calvin scholarship that offers a much needed corrective to Calvin’s views concerning images. It is a carefully researched work that not only rightly shows the deep importance of images in Calvin’s theology but also reveals the man tensions in Calvin’s thought concerning divine manifestations and proclamations.”

—The Journal of Church History

75. 978-0-268-04501-2 • 560 pp • $40.00 pa • Sale $22.00

The Church of the Holy Spirit

Nicholas Afanasiev
Translated by Vitaly Permiakov
Edited with an introduction by Michael Plekon
Foreword by Rowan Williams

 “[A] seminal work on the church and the liturgy which offers a rediscovery of the eucharistic and communal nature of the church in the first several centuries.”

—Theology Digest

76. 978-0-268-02030-9 • 352 pp • $75.00 cl • Sale $50.00
77. 978-0-268-02042-2 • $35.00 pa • Sale $25.00

Participatory Biblical Exegesis

A Theology of Biblical Interpretation

Matthew Levering

Reading the Scriptures

“[This] stands out from the ever-growing mass of books on bibliography by offering a cogent pathology of contemporary biblical exegesis, which manages to free itself from the quagmire of hermeneutical theory.”

—European Journal of Theology

78. 978-0-268-03408-5 • 328 pp • $25.00 pa • Sale $18.00
Salvation and Sin
Augustine, Langland, and Fourteenth-Century Theology
David Aers

“It is impossible in a short review to do justice to the details of Aers’s arguments, the rigor of his analysis, and the passion of his convictions. His brilliant reading of Augustine is profound, subtle, and often highly moving. . . . His Augustinian understanding of salvation and sin offers a great deal of fresh insight to the major writers whose work he studies as though the fate of our very souls depends on getting the theology right.”

—Journal of English and German Philology

79. 978-0-268-02033-0 • 304 pp • $38.00 pa • Sale $22.00

Sanctifying Signs
Making Christian Tradition in Late Medieval England
David Aers


—Speculum

80. 978-0-268-02021-7 • 296 pp • $55.00 cl • Sale $33.00
81. 978-0-268-02022-4 • $25.00 pa • Sale $15.00

Seeing Things Their Way
Intellectual History and the Return of Religion
Edited by Alister Chapman, John Coffey, and Brad S. Gregory

“[A] much-needed assessment of whether Cambridge School (largely taken in Skinner’s sense) method can be applied to the history of religious ideas.”

—Sixteenth Century Journal

82. 978-0-268-02298-3 • 280 pp • $38.00 pa • Sale $25.00

EBOOKS FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF NOTRE DAME PRESS
are available in the following formats: Kindle, Nook, Kobo, Apple iBooks, Adobe Digital PDF, and ePUB. Please visit our website to learn more about ebooks at: undpress.nd.edu/ebooks.
**Gregory the Great**

Ascetic, Pastor, and First Man of Rome
George E. Demacopoulos

“Demacopoulos writes an important account of Gregory the Great (540–604), an important figure in Church history who was by turns theologian, pope, mystic, liturgical reformer, and benefactor. The author makes an argument for the deep intellectual and spiritual connections between two different aspects of Gregory: the theologian focused on asceticism and the shrewd administrator of the Church of Rome.”

—Library Journal

83. 978-0-268-02621-9 • 240 pp • $28.00 pa

**Evagrius and His Legacy**

Edited by Joel Kalvesmaki and Robin Darling Young

“The scholarship on Evagrius Ponticus has seen a veritable explosion in the last ten to fifteen years. Now recognized as a major fourth-century intellectual figure, Evagrius and his role within contemporary networks continue to be reassessed. *Evagrius and His Legacy* is a valuable contribution to that effort; focused and excellently structured, this splendid volume represents the state of the art of Evagrian scholarship while leading the way toward further inquiry.”

—Susanna Elm, University of California, Berkeley

84. 978-0-268-03329-3 • 416 pp • $39.00 pa

**Ascetic Culture**

Essays in Honor of Philip Rousseau
Edited by Blake Leyerle and Robin Darling Young

“*Ascetic Culture* appears in book form in honor of Philip Rousseau, Professor and Director of the Center for the Study of Early Christianity at the Catholic University of America, for his groundbreaking studies on ancient Christian asceticism and forty years of scholarship in early Christianity. It is a compilation of fifteen essays contributed by fifteen scholars whose special interests are religious studies, history, and early Christianity.”

—The Asbury Journal

87. 978-0-268-03388-0 • 432 pp • $68.00 cl • Sale $40.00

Use Sale Code NDMED16  (800) 621-2736
The Harp of Prophecy
Early Christian Interpretation of the Psalms
Edited by Brian E. Daley, S.J., and Paul R. Kolbet

Christianity and Judaism in Antiquity

“Given the importance of the Psalms for the writers of the New Testament and in subsequent Christian thought and prayer, it is surprising that sustained scholarly attention to patristic interpretation of them has been so neglected. But the twelve scholarly essays that originated in a conference at the University of Notre Dame in 1998 and were then gathered into this volume compensate considerably for the delay.”

—Commonweal

85. 978-0-268-02619-6 • 352 pp • $39.00 pa

Patristics and Catholic Social Thought
Hermeneutical Models for a Dialogue
Brian Matz

Catholic Social Tradition

“Patristics and Catholic Social Thought is completely original in approach and stands alone as a unique contribution to the problem of bridging the hermeneutical gap between early Christianity and the contemporary church and the social issues with which we engage today. The book is written in a clear and simple style that is readily accessible to both the specialist and nonspecialist reader alike, making it useful for teachers of hermeneutics in religious studies departments and seminaries.”

—Wendy Mayer, Australian Catholic University

86. 978-0-268-03531-0 • 312 pp • $36.00 pa • Sale $25.00

The Call of Abraham
Essays on the Election of Israel in Honor of Jon D. Levenson
Edited by Gary A. Anderson and Joel S. Kaminsky

Christianity and Judaism in Antiquity

“This book is an impressive collection of 15 essays, each dealing with the theme of Israel’s election by God, written in honour of Jon Levenson, whose own research on this theme has been so influential within both Jewish and Christian scholarship.”

—Journal of Theological Studies

88. 978-0-268-02043-9 • 408 pp • $64.00 cl • Sale $38.00
“Israel Served the Lord”
The Book of Joshua as Paradoxical Portrait of Faithful Israel
Rachel M. Billings

Reading the Scriptures

Rachel M. Billings’s impressively composed and focused book . . . is a valuable addition to the University of Notre Dame Press’s Reading the Scriptures series, as it offers a learned study of a significant yet understudied text from the Hebraic canon. . . . Billings makes a viable contribution to recent scholarship directed at unearthing the theological, political, and hermeneutical imports available in the Hebrew scripture.”

—Comitatus

89. 978-0-268-02233-4 • 192 pp • $40.00 pa • Sale $28.00

Hermeneutics and the Church
In Dialogue with Augustine
James A. Andrews

Reading the Scriptures

“This is a very fine book. . . . The last few pages, in which Augustine locates Scripture in the context of the Eucharistic liturgy, are among the most powerful treatments of ‘theological interpretation’ of which I am aware.”

—Theology

90. 978-0-268-02041-5 • 320 pp • $35.00 pa • Sale $19.00

Sacrifice, Scripture, and Substitution
Readings in Ancient Judaism and Christianity
Edited by Ann W. Astell and Sandor Goodhart

Christianity and Judaism in Antiquity

The intent of the collection is to understand better the ancient relationship of Judaism and Christianity. The accent of the volume, variously explored, expanded, appreciated, and in small ways critiqued, is the work of René Girard.”

—Journal of Ecumenical Studies

91. 978-0-268-02038-5 • 496 pp • $49.00 pa • Sale $29.00
St. Jerome's Commentaries on Galatians, Titus, and Philemon
Translated by Thomas P. Scheck
“This book is a must for any serious scholar of the epistles that it covers, as well as for those more generally interested in the biblical interpretation of the early church.”
—Review of Biblical Literature
92. 978-0-268-04133-5 • 432 pp • $40.00 pa • Sale $24.00

Ascetics, Authority, and the Church in the Age of Jerome and Cassian, Second Edition
Philip Rousseau
“[R]ightly considered one of the seminal studies of Christian asceticism.”
—Bryn Mawr Classical Review
93. 978-0-268-04029-1 • 304 pp • $30.00 pa • Sale $18.00

Augustine and the Cure of Souls
Revising a Classical Ideal
Paul R. Kolbet
“[This is] a fine and thought-provoking book.”
—The Medieval Review
94. 978-0-268-03321-7 • 360 pp • $50.00 pa • Sale $35.00

Philo's Portrayal of Moses in the Context of Ancient Judaism
Louis H. Feldman
“Feldman applies to Philo's Moses the kind of analysis he brought to bear on Josephus' study of biblical personalities.”
—Shofar
95. 978-0-268-02900-5 • 568 pp • $90.00 cl • Sale $45.00
New in Paperback

**Origen and the History of Justification**
The Legacy of Origen’s Commentary on Romans
Thomas P. Scheck
Foreword by Joseph T. Lienhard, S.J.

96. 978-0-268-04153-3 • 312 pp • $30.00 pa • 

**In the Shadow of the Incarnation**
Essays on Jesus Christ in the Early Church in Honor of Brian E. Daley, S.J.
Edited by Peter W. Martens

97. 978-0-268-03511-2 • 304 pp • $48.00 cl • Sale $27.00

**Five Models of Spiritual Direction in the Early Church**
George E. Demacopoulos

98. 978-0-268-02590-8 • 288 pp • $30.00 pa • Sale $18.00

**Ambrose’s Patriarchs**
Ethics for the Common Man
Marcia L. Colish

99. 978-0-268-02364-5 • 208 pp • $75.00 cl • Sale $50.00
100. 978-0-268-02365-2 • 208 pp • $29.00 pa • Sale $20.00

*Free Shipping on Website Orders*
The University of Notre Dame Press offers Free Shipping on all Domestic Orders through our website. It is simple to use. When you click “Checkout” it will take you to the secure payment information page. No Shipping Charge appears.

Discounts valid through February 15, 2017.
Limited stock, so order early.
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Debating Medieval Natural Law
A Survey
Riccardo Saccenti

“With exemplary scholarship, Riccardo Saccenti provides a clear and unbiased presentation of the evolution of natural law theory, practice, and interpretation from the Middle Ages to the present. His welcome and original work expands our understanding of how medieval natural law, and in particular how the relationship between natural rights and both the church and society, has been viewed by original authors and scholars. This is a valuable resource in its thorough and even-handed treatment of primary sources as well as its inclusion of the vast secondary literature.”

—Mark Clark, Catholic University of America

Logica, or Summa Lambert
Lambert of Auxerre; Translated with notes and introduction by Thomas S. Maloney

“This translation of the Summa (or Logica) of Lambert, commonly said to be from Auxerre, is a useful addition to current translations of medieval texts, in particular logical ones. Thomas S. Maloney, the translator, also has written extensive notes and a long introduction. The translation is reliable, with some caveats noted below. The book is very well produced, with a good bibliography.”

—Notre Dame Philosophical Reviews

The Case of Galileo
A Closed Question?
Annibale Fantoli
Translated by George V. Coyne, S.J.

“Though books on the Galileo case are extraordinarily abundant, this volume merits attention both by historians and by anyone concerned with how papal bureaucracy may be functional and/or dysfunctional.”

—Theological Studies
The Semantics of Analogy
Rereading Cajetan’s *De Nominum Analogia*
Joshua P. Hochschild

“Students of the Protestant Reformation may remember Cardinal Cajetan as Martin Luther’s key opponent during a crucial early phase of the reformer’s public career. . . . Joshua Hochschild’s careful analysis of Cajetan’s recondite defense of analogy late in the 15th century may yet once again challenge Protestants to become more self-conscious about how they speak about God, themselves, and the world in the early 21st century.”

—*Books and Culture*

104. 978-0-268-03091-9 • 280 pp • $35.00 pa • **Sale $21.00**

Other Voices
Readings in Spanish Philosophy
Edited by John R. Welch

“This collection is a welcome addition to the growing literature on Spanish-language philosophy.”

—*Choice*

105. 978-0-268-04419-0 • 376 pp • $38.00 pa • **Sale $22.00**

Bitter Knowledge
Learning Socratic Lessons of Disillusion and Renewal
Thomas D. Eisele

106. 978-0-268-02774-2 • 368 pp • $55.00 cl • **Sale $20.00**

Words of Wisdom
A Philosophical Dictionary for the Perennial Tradition
John W. Carlson

“What Carlson has done is provide the scholastic with the resources necessary to convey the insights of his or her own tradition; and, he has provided the non-scholastic a map with which he or she can navigate the various technical discussions of scholastic discourse.”

—*American Catholic Philosophical Quarterly*

107. 978-0-268-02370-6 • 368 pp • $49.00 pa • **Sale $29.00**
Juan de Segovia and the Fight for Peace
Christians and Muslims in the Fifteenth Century
Anne Marie Wolf

“There is a great deal to admire about this book as an intellectual biography. Wolf writes in pellucid prose. She carefully navigates between earlier scholarship on Juan de Segovia, the Christian polemical tradition against Islam, and the social history of Christian-Muslim interaction.”

—Speculum

108. 978-0-268-04425-1 • 392 pp • $45.00 pa • Sale $34.00

An Early Modern Dialogue with Islam
Antonio de Sosa’s Topography of Algiers (1612)
Edited with an Introduction by María Antonia Garcés
Translated by Diana de Armas Wilson

“Equal parts history, ethnography, and literary work, the first book of Sosa’s Topography is a welcome addition to the body of translated primary sources on Muslim, Christian, and Jewish encounters in the early modern Mediterranean.”

—Sixteenth Century Journal

109. 978-0-268-02978-4 • 440 pp • $45.00 pa • Sale $21.00

The Andean Hybrid Baroque
Convergent Cultures in the Churches of Colonial Peru
Gauvin Alexander Bailey

“Bailey does important work bringing to light the names of indigenous, mestizo, black, criollo, and European craftsmen, artists, and architects, illustrating the complexity of the artistic and political situation during the colonial era.”

—Renaissance Quarterly

110. 978-0-268-02222-8 • 808 pp • $75.00 cl • Sale $39.00
Death and Conversion in the Andes
Lima and Cuzco, 1532–1670
Gabriela Ramos

Winner of the Howard F. Cline Prize awarded by the Conference on Latin American History in 2011

 “[Ramos’s] interdisciplinary analysis finds that elite burials in consecrated ground contributed to the spread and acceptance of Christianity among urban sectors of the Andean population.”

—The Americas

111. 978-0-268-04028-4 • 368 pp • $39.00 pa • Sale $20.00

Contested Territory
Mapping Peru in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries
Heidi V. Scott

“This is a well-written, carefully argued, and thoughtful book, which provides new insights into early modern perceptions of the Andean landscape . . . Scott provides a careful geographical analysis of the materials to offer fresh perspectives on how the Spanish settlers and indigenous peoples gave diverse and often conflicting views about the rich Andean landscapes before them.”

—English Historical Review

112. 978-0-268-04131-1 • 272 pp • $35.00 pa • Sale $17.00

Pastoral Quechua
The History of Christian Translation in Colonial Peru, 1550–1650
Alan Durston

“Few have the skills to reach this level of analysis. Durston has made a major contribution to Andean studies with this well-written and carefully researched analysis.”

—American Historical Review

113. 978-0-268-02591-5 • 416 pp • $50.00 pa • Sale $21.00
The Medieval Islamic Republic of Letters
Arabic Knowledge Construction
Muhsin J. al-Musawi

“The innovation of this study lies not in the choice of its topic—for many have addressed it—but in its robust examination of medieval themes and intellectual ventures, as it were, in conversation with modern and contemporary theories. The book is also pioneering and timely in transcending traditional single-author scholarship on classical and medieval Arabic, while avoiding both atomization and the traditional line-by-line analysis of the Arabic literary tradition. . . . The end result is the best study I have read of medieval Islamic belles lettres and the most cogent critique of ‘the ages of decline’ and Eurocentrism theses in a single blow.”

—Journal of the Society for Contemporary Thought and the Islamicate World

Setting Aside All Authority
Giovanni Battista Riccioli and the Science against Copernicus in the Age of Galileo
Christopher M. Graney

“The arguments of both Riccioli and Graney are complicated and subtle. Even so, I had little difficulty following them, thanks to Graney’s lucid prose and clear diagrams. If you think you know Riccioli, or if you want to know him better, pick up this book. Graney’s re-reading of the New Almagest is absolutely convincing, and Setting Aside All Authority is sure to become the standard text on the ‘science vs. science’ debate between Riccioli and the supporters of heliocentrism.”

—Sky and Telescope

Christianity and Culture in the Middle Ages
Essays to Honor John Van Engen
Edited by David C. Mengel and Lisa Wolverton

“This is a particularly fine tribute to a particularly fine scholar. . . . The essays are evenly important, generally well-written, suggestive, signposting additional research possibilities: they are a credit to the editors and worthy of presentation to Van Engen.”

—Parergon

116. 978-0-268-03533-4 • 552 pp • $68.00 cl • Sale $48.00

Law, Rulership, and Rhetoric
Selected Essays of Robert L. Benson
Edited by Loren J. Weber in collaboration with Giles Constable and Richard H. Rouse
Foreword by Horst Fuhrmann

“If Benson’s relatively slim published output has long stood as an unrepresentative indication of his place among twentieth-century medieval historians, the dedicated work of Weber, Constable, and Rouse has helped to secure, and to enhance, Benson’s important legacy as both an heir to Kantorowicz and a path-breaker in his own right.”

—Comitatus

117. 978-0-268-02234-1 • 512 pp • $68.00 pa • Sale $51.00

Bound Fast with Letters
Medieval Writers, Readers, and Texts
Richard H. Rouse and Mary A. Rouse

“Few have done more in the past half-century to nurture the study of medieval manuscripts in North America than Richard and Mary Rouse. . . . One of the elements that make Bound Fast with Letters so striking is its capacity to set manuscript production in human contexts. . . . This is a book that makes the dry bones of medieval codicology live.”

—Times Literary Supplement

118. 978-0-268-04033-8 • 592 pp • $89.00 pa • Sale $54.00
From Knowledge to Beatitude
St. Victor, Twelfth-Century Scholars, and Beyond: Essays in Honor of Grover A. Zinn, Jr.
Edited by E. Ann Matter and Lesley Smith
“This is a wide-ranging and impressive collection of essays by a number of important scholars in the field of Victorine, twelfth century and early medieval thought. . . . The whole of the volume is a little like creation for Hugh of St. Victor, ‘a table heaped high with gifts.’ This collection, like Zinn’s own work of scholarship informed by joy and appreciation for the period, is set out as a table of delights.”
—H-France Review
119. 978-0-268-03528-0 • 488 pp • $75.00 cl • Sale $45.00

The Beguine, the Angel, and the Inquisitor
The Trials of Marguerite Porete and Guiard of Cressonessart
Sean L. Field
“Sean Field has produced the most important, scholarly and detailed study of the case; in terms of the technical details, chronology and historical context his book is the final word on the subject. . . . This is a fabulous piece of technical scholarship, and is absolutely required reading for anyone who works on Porete. It is also a very powerful case study for understanding the political context in which a prosecution for heresy is carried out, of great importance therefore for those working on inquisition, heresy and the sharp end of orthodoxy.”
—Journal of Ecclesiastical History
120. 978-0-268-02892-3 • 424 pp • $45.00 pa • Sale $32.00

What Is a Book?
The Study of Early Printed Books
Joseph A. Dane
“Dane turns to typography, illustrations, bindings, and other page-surface specific aspects of the book, which could have been written only by a person who had spent a lifetime examining books and investigating the methods for transferring ink to paper.”
—SHARP News
121. 978-0-268-02609-7 • 296 pp • $30.00 pa • Sale $24.00
European Transformations
The Long Twelfth Century
Edited by Thomas F. X. Noble and John Van Engen

“Noble and Van Engen have assembled a remarkably distinguished team of contributors and the quality of the eighteen chapters is uniformly high. Almost all should be at or pretty near the top of any introductory reading list on their topics, as well as providing succinct and stimulating updates for those already in the game, who will also find the exhaustive notes an invaluable bibliographical resource.”

— The Medieval Review

122. 978-0-268-03610-2 • 576 pp • $65.00 pa • Sale $39.00

Pope Innocent III (1160/61–1216)
To Root Up and to Plant
John C. Moore

“This book assesses Innocent’s personal attitudes as expressed both in his ecclesiological ideas and in his practical actions and describes events on the basis of a wide range of sources (papal letters, decrees and sermons). In addition Moore’s chronological approach establishes the actual framework within which Innocent built up his policy.”

— Journal of Ecclesiastical History

123. 978-0-268-03514-3 • 328 pp • $35.00 pa • Sale $24.00

Saint Louis
Jacques Le Goff
Translated by Gareth Evan Gollrad

“. . . a warm and largely admiring portrait of a king in whom power and goodness do indeed form two sides of the same coin. . . . Le Goff’s Louis is cheerful, ardent, devout, intelligent but unintellectual, skillful yet uncomplicated, a man in tune with his age but able to transcend at least some of its limitations. . . . [T]his is a rich and generous book, crammed with a lifetime’s learning.”

— The New York Review of Books

124. 978-0-268-03381-1 • 952 pp • $75.00 cl • Sale $40.00
Gendering Disgust in Medieval Religious Polemic

Alexandra Cuffel

“Alexandra Cuffel engages in extraordinarily incisive analysis of a chronologically and linguistically breathtaking range of texts that explore the rhetoric of physical disgust in the polemic literature of Christians, Muslims, and Jews against one another. One cannot help but be impressed with the breadth of Cuffel’s analysis and by the manner in which her command of the sources in Latin, Hebrew, Arabic, and various vernaculars enables her to see both surfaces of the polemics at hand.”
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